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WE ARE ONE

Regardless of our nationality, race, religion, gender and social status,
we’re global citizens united in heart to pursue and promote progress
and a better standard of life for all in the world. The mission of the

It is up to us to strive to make the world a more equal, peaceful and

University Scholars Leadership Symposium embodies the core belief

sustainable home for all of us NOW. "It’s often said that young

of the UN Charter, which is, We Serve So Others Can Live Better.

people are the future. Well, young people such as you are also our
present", Ms Valerie Cliff, UNDP's Asia Pacific Deputy Regional

USLS opens our eyes, our mind and our heart to the primary

Director.

sustainable developmental challenges the world faces. Delegates are
also invigorated to realise their potential as agents of global change.

The world faces countless issues; from global warming to poverty
and gender inequality. Undertaking the eradication of these issues

DO YOU

can seem overwhelming, and we often feel like we are alone.

1. Have Leadership Qualities?
2. Have Passion about Social Change, Current Affairs and

around the world and from all disciplines, who are passionate

USLS will connect you with 1,200 like-minded students from

Global Issues?

about Social Change. You will learn from and have the opportunity

a Cause?

who will inspire and motivate you.

3. Have the Desire to Be a Voice for the Voiceless and Work Towards

IF YES

Humanitarian Affairs Asia want you to attend our week long conference
this August at the United Nations. It is a conference to equip emerging
young leaders with the knowledge and skills to kick start meaningful
initiatives - the opportunity to put your passion into practice.

to network with UN Agencies, Humanitarian and Global Leaders

Visit our website www.universityscholars.org.uk to view a short video
of the previous USLS, it truly speaks for itself.
Please email xiaoqing.yu@humanitarianaffairs.org for an application
form to join this Global Movement for Social Change.

